
 

New criteria to determine whether shear
bands are beneficial or harmful to crystalline
materials
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Professor Izabela Szlufarska (standing), and graduate students Xuanxin
Hu(middle) and Nuohao Liu (right) have developed new criteria for determining
whether shearbands are beneficial or harmful to certain crystalline materials.
Credit: University of Wisconsin–Madison

Shear band formation is not typically a good sign in a material—the
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bands often appear before a material fractures or fails. But materials
science and engineering researchers at the University of
Wisconsin–Madison have found that shear bands aren't always a
negative; under the right conditions, they can improve the ductility, or
the plasticity, of a material.

Led by Izabela Szlufarska, a professor of materials science and
engineering at UW–Madison, the researchers published details of their
work in the journal Nature Materials.

Using a combination of experimental characterization and simulations,
the team identified potential strategies for encouraging shear bands. This
could lead to new ways of increasing the toughness of a wide array of
materials.

"In a previous paper, we demonstrated that shear bands in a material
called samarium cobalt could actually be beneficial," says Szlufarska.
"That led to the questions, "When do shear bands form?" and "When do
they support plasticity versus fracture? When do you want to avoid them
and when do you want to promote them?'"

In materials with crystalline structures, like metals and ceramics,
plasticity is determined by small structural irregularities within the 
crystal lattice called dislocations. These dislocations can move through
the lattice and provide some give, which allows materials like metals to
bend without ripping apart the bonds in their rigid structure. However,
the more these dislocations are locked into place, either through
hardening techniques or natural structural variations, the more brittle a
material becomes.

That's why Szlufarska and her team were surprised to find that in
samarium cobalt, a brittle intermetallic material used to make strong
magnets, amorphous, or unstructured, shear bands increased the
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material's plasticity and were not a sign of failure. Instead, these areas
acted as a lubricant, allowing planes of atoms to slide over one another
without creating a fracture.

The team hypothesized that these types of beneficial shear bands can
form in materials that easily transition between crystalline and
amorphous phases. To test this, they looked at aluminum samarium, a
glassy material studied extensively by Szlufarska and her colleagues in
the Materials Research Science and Education Center at UW–Madison.
Using atomic-level simulations, Szlufarska's group predicted that the
crystalline form of this material should also form shear bands under
stress. They not only confirmed the finding in the lab, but also varied the
atomic composition of the aluminum samarium, making versions where
shear bands led either to fracture or to plasticity.

That understanding led the team to propose criteria for screening new
materials that might exhibit similar properties and for identifying when
shear bands are beneficial. The hope is that these parameters will make
it possible to search databases to identify materials that could benefit
from doping or engineering to promote shear band formation.

"Increasing toughness, or the amount of energy or stress a material can
take before it breaks, by two or three or four times could be really
powerful," says Szlufarska. "In this paper, we extended our finding to a
new class of materials. But this is not the end."

The team intends to test traditional structural materials like oxides,
carbides and borides to determine how they can be optimized.

"We understand so much more about how this happens and what to look
for," says Szlufarska. "I think we have identified the key to the design of
these materials, and we want to now take them to other classes."
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Szlufarska has also published related research in the journal npj 2D
Materials and Applications

  More information: Jun Young Kim et al, Experimental and theoretical
studies of native deep-level defects in transition metal dichalcogenides, 
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41699-022-00350-4
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